SAONA (ISLA SENSACIÓN CARIBEÑA)
FULL DAY EXCURSION / TRANSFER FROM PUJ TO BYH
The perfect excursion for lovers of the sea, sun and nature

Experience the unique experience of sailing in Catamaran and speedboats by sailing through
the different blues of the Caribbean Sea. Saona has become over the years the number one
tour of the Dominican Republic. An unforgettable experience that combines the beauty of
the Eastern National Park with the tranquility of the Caribbean Sea.
After an air-conditioned bus tour from the hotel past Bayahibe Beach, former fishing village,
we embark on a spacious catamaran or boats and sail along the coast towards Saona. (Open
Bar included in catamaran, either on the way or on the way back). When you arrive, you can
rest, enjoy a paradise landscape or walk along the island. At lunchtime, the buffet will be
waiting for us (rice, chicken and fish meat, pasta salad, vegetable salad, fruits and coffee),
with drinks included (rum, beer, water, soft drinks).
On the way back we sail until we reach the Natural Pools, with sandbanks, a sanctuary of
star sea where we can swim with them. We continue our return route, not without first
making a stop at the Catuano Canal, where we will have a panoramic view of the
mangroves, lush vegetation that grows exclusively in salt water.

Timing Catamarán – Boat:
07:30 Pick-up from Punta Cana hotels.
09:30 Arrival in Bayahibe. Catamaran boarding.
11:30 Arrival Beach, free time.
13:00 Buffet lunch with drinks.
15:00 Arrival in Natural Pool.
Bathroom.
16:15 Arrival in Bayahibe. (Return).
17:30 Arrival at La Mar shopping, where we can
make purchases of local handicrafts. Departure to
the hotels.
18:45 Arrival at Punta Cana hotels.

Notes:
The program may vary and do Catamaran first and then
Boats.
Boat Version – Boat available for groups or Private. (Includes Snorkel).

